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5 January 1967 

Dear Maggie, Ray, and Harold: 

Sorry this has to be a fragmentary report on the resumed discussion last night 
with surely the foulest most evil and corrupt creature we are ever likely to encounter, 
Schiller. After talking te you, Maggie, and then to you, Harold, I had a two-hour 
briefing from Mr, Crane at KLAC, made 21 pages of handwritten notes, He asked me to 
hammer at Sch. on several main points--the $ paid to the R. family; the missing @ or 
13 minutes of tape; the authenticity of the R, voice; the royalties, I searcely had 
time to get to the station--accompanied by two huge gentlemen, who were of the most 
invaluable practical and moral support all evening, beth being strongly on the side 
of the critics (Bill Crehan, waom you know, Maggie, and a new acquaintance, Dick 
Sprague, with whom Harold has corresponded and who proved to be a pillar of strength). 

Sch. I am convinced carries eavesdropping equipment on his person; how else did 
he know that I intended to read over the air my 2-page letter to him of 12/4/66 
disassociating myself from his "decumentary" record on the grounds (among others) 
that I was convinced after the 4-hour interview I gave him that his record could 
not and would not present the crities’ case coherently, effectively, or objectively. 
One other way he could have known-~he may have my phone and/or apartment bugged, TI 
would not put if past him at all. 

He was as vicious and filthy a liar as I have ever encountered or even imagined 
In the course of falsely attributing to me a statement which implied that I was 
drooling in anticipation of the $ I would make from my book, he lost his head 
sufficiently to announce that Lewis had taped his telephone call to me on the 
night of 1/2/67. Barry Gray (the host) immediately said that was actionable. 
Sch, said it was taped with my knowledge. I said that was a lie. He then said 
there was a beep on the line that I must have heard. I said that there was no 
beep and it was a complete lie. 

When I raised the question of the § paid to the R. family, he refused to ‘say 
how much, saying that it was the family's option to disclose, He admitted that the 
K, Library had refused to accept the royalties; could not say what disposition would 
be mde of them; Barry Gray pointed out that if 200,000 ec. of the records were 
sold there would be $20,000 for the B; family; Sch. said that was vastly inflated. 
He would not say whether or not he was in the room; he said the leftover tape was 
in avanlt and would be made available te the Warren Com. then added and to anyone, 
Said he had made a voice print which proved that it was B's voice on the secret tape. 

Kunstler attacked the record as a whole as blatantly biased against the 
crities, full of imnuendo and slanderous statements, Sch. had been forced to 
admit the first night (1/3/67) thatthe record was "subjective" and he continued 
to attack the critics for questioning the credibility arid probity of the WC. 
"Ambassador"Henry J, Taylor who was not present on the 1/3/67 broadcast was added 
to the roster 1/4/67; as you know he is a senile horrer who announces as if proven 
faet that Castro was behind it all, using LHO as his tool and agent. He was a 
real help! But even he and Sch. got into a fraeas; I certainly "lost my cool" but 
Kunstler said this morning (out of kindness more than candor, I know) that I had 
been very effective against Sch, that my anger was zecognizably genuine, ete. 
I know I was NOT effeetive--I cannot get down to his wunspeakably obscene level. 
Seh, and Barry Gray also got into a fracas, when Gray advised me that the admission _ 
of having taped the telephone call was actionable and tc see my lawyer in the morning; 
After the program was over, Gray started to say that Sch. was the most evil fink—~and 
through the door Sch, burst, I swear, he has eavesdropping gimmicks in his pockets 
~-he made demands for the tape, but Gray told him firmly he could get it in the 
morning and not before,


